Test Smart Wireless Control for Your Outdoor Lighting

Try this low-cost pilot program and start improving your infrastructure

You want systems that deliver reliable operation, predictive maintenance and actionable data reporting. Smart Lumewave by Echelon® wireless controls do just that, and, with a suite of safety and comfort capabilities, ensure optimal performance. You’ll have help reducing costs, along with your CO₂ footprint, without compromising security or energy efficiency. Ideal for applications from corporate or educational campuses to citywide deployments, these flexible and scalable solutions are built on a future-proof technology platform.

Bundling smart Lumewave by Echelon wireless controls with an LED lighting upgrade achieves:

- Up to 70% energy savings with adaptive intelligent control
- Up to 80% carbon reductions in municipal applications
- Enhanced safety and security with options for emergency scene assist, illuminated direction of travel, and more
- Extended lifecycle of lighting infrastructure
- Reduced operating and maintenance costs
- Integrated lighting control and connectivity across your installation, regardless of fixture or lamp type
- Opportunities for integration with indoor lighting and other building systems
- Ability to implement smart city applications now and in the future

Join other campuses and cities in testing smart outdoor lighting!
**Lumewave by Echelon Smart Outdoor Lighting Pilot Program**

**Pilot Kit Includes:**
- 5 wireless lighting controllers
  - TOP900 TLX for ANSI 136.41-ready fixtures
  - TOP900 TN for other fixtures
- 1 Lumewave Gateway
- 1 cellular modem with SIM card
- 90 days’ cellular service (activated upon shipment)
- 90 days’ license for LumInsight™ Desktop (formerly LumeStar) central management system (CMS) software (activated upon shipment)

**Options:**
- Additional lighting controllers (up to 30 total)
- Motion sensors (up to 30 total)

**Special Terms and Conditions:**
- Special terms and conditions provided in participation agreement apply, including:
  - Pilot kit and any options will be invoiced on shipment. Pilot participants receive net 90 payment terms.
  - At the end of the pilot period, participant is responsible for payment of the outstanding invoice or return of any items under this program to Echelon. Participants wishing to continue with pilot installation must contact Echelon to transfer cellular service and assume financial responsibility for cellular service at that time.

**Ordering Information:**

**Learn More**
For more information about the *Lumewave by Echelon* pilot opportunity, call your local Echelon sales representative or visit [www.echelon.com](http://www.echelon.com).